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'. ' , The Equ1libri~, Shape of Deformation Twins' A number of metals and non-metals exhibit the phenomenon of elastic tw~~ning(l) due to lack of accamodation of stresses wh1choppos~ the , formation of th~ twin lamella. Since such accomodation normallY' occurs I : ! by slip the phenomenon is seen only in materials which slip isd1fficult under the conditions of observation. '. B,y making various simplifying assumptions it 'has been found possible , to calculate the equilibrium shape of such elastic twin lamellae. The " .... 
I
. .
: method used is to obtain an expression for the total energy of the twinned .' specimen and to find the equilibri~ shape by differentiation of this . . ' .
expression. Dislocation friction forces are assumed negligible. . . . ,
A. for,ce concentrated along a line on the surface of a block of crystal. ' .
of infinite breadth and of length and height L is considered. Th1s·force leads to the formation of a twin which is assumed to be a flat faced wedge of.infinite breadth and of length £ and of maximum thickness d, where
The energy terms considered are:
twin boundary energy, twinning dislocation interaction energy and,. the elastic strain energy due to the applied force, dislocation line energy.
In terms of forces acting, these energy terms correspond to' (i) the " twin boundary surface tenSion, which I;l,cts on the d,1slocations at the twin tip; '(11) the mutual repulsion forces ,between the twinning dislocations
, "
maki~gupthe non-coherent twin boundaries,; (iii) the forces on the dis-..... 'I.'~~~' .
• locations due to the. applied shear stress, which varies along the length of the twin, and (iv) dislocation line tension.
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. ' . .'
:.
. , . As the twin has flat faces and is of infinite breadth the twinning dislocations for.m an array of uniformly spaced parallel edge dislocations.
If one considers the interaction of every dislocation with every other dislocation one obtains, for two twin boundaries: -3~
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It has been assumed that any pair of dislocations will have zero interaction energy when se~'ated by a distance L. It has also been assumed , ..... --that the twin is reasonably thin compared with its length so that the dislocations behave as if all in the same glide P+ane but that there is . no interaction between one b~dary and the other.
Strain'energy due to the applied stress. Integrating, we, obtain w = 2 sToap f(a.)h where a = interplanar spacing of the twin composition plane and ' 1"(0.) = 12 (e~o. , . .,.;:
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The total energy expression can then be obtained by addition.
By considering a twin of given thickness (p = constant) the total energy expression can be differentiated with respect to h to give the value of·h corresponding to a minimum energy configuration. We obtain: 
